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Cirrus Medical Staffing Announces Release of New Corporate Website 

Cirrus Medical Staffing’s New Corporate Website Supports Users with Full Mobile Device Access, 

Customizable Job Search, and Streamlined User Interface. 

Charlotte, NC — Cirrus Medical Staffing (www.cirrusmedicalstaffing.com), an industry leader in travel 

nursing and allied healthcare staffing, today announced the release of its new corporate Website, which 

introduces new features designed to better support the needs of travel nursing and travel therapy job 

seekers, as well as accommodates access via a wide variety of mobile devices. 

“We’re very pleased to provide travel healthcare professionals and clients with a new corporate Website 

that’s appropriately designed to support their business needs and provide a much-improved user 

experience,” said Steve Curtin, Director of Marketing for Cirrus Medical Staffing.  “During the Website 

design process, we spent a significant amount of time speaking with travelers and analyzing Web data to 

help determine how our new site can meet traveler needs for customizable job searches as well as 

accommodate the increasing requirements to access the site’s functionality using mobile devices.  The 

new Website introduces a more streamlined overall site presentation and easy-to-navigate user 

interface.” 

Cirrus’ site location is www.cirrusmedicalstaffing.com, and was built with a unique “fluid” design that 

automatically adjusts and optimizes its appearance and functions to accommodate desktop or laptop 

computers, mobile devices, and tablets.  Users can also customize their job searches utilizing a variety of 

role-based or geographic criteria, or simply access pre-existing searches for quick and convenient access. 
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About Cirrus Medical Staffing 

Based in Charlotte, NC, Cirrus Medical Staffing is an award-winning, Joint Commission Certified 

healthcare staffing firm that for over 10 years has been successfully placing medical professionals to 

leading healthcare facilities throughout the nation.  Cirrus specializes in placing nurses and allied health 

professionals into travel and contract employment.   


